
The Full Moon Grid
The Moon embodies the energies of the Light Goddess, or the active, nurturing principles of the Divine
Feminine. It reflects fully the light of the sun and brings into focus such themes as the family, early
childhood,  relationships  with  nurturing  parents,  domestic  life,  and  the  subconscious  and  the
unconscious. The Moon has long been associated with life changes, the emotional body, the ocean,
dreams, meditation, and enhanced vision. The Moon rules the zodiac sign Cancer and is associated
with the Fourth House in astrology. 

The intentions of this grid is to assist in the harmony and balance of the emotional body and to provide
nurturing support to all  of the areas through which the moon has sway. It  can be used to charge
ceremonial tools as well as to be included in any work in which full moon energies are particularly
useful.

Stones Included:

Center: 1 Girasol Quartz
Girasol is a clear, milky white, or extremely pale pink variety of quartz.  The name comes from the 
Italian girasole, "turn towards the Sun".  Its solar name, electric qualities as a form of quartz, and 
optical effect reveal that girasol can help the subtle body readjust after phenomena like solar flares.  
Girasol quartz is also connected to the element of water and the brightness of inner illumination.  It 
provides a vehicle for moving into the mists of other realms and to strengthen our contact with the 
Beings of these realms for mutual help and understanding.  It is a stone of innocence and faith, magic 
and fairies.  It represents the crystal clear waters of our spirits, cleansed of the murkiness that has 
accumulated by lifetimes of human experiences.

Inner Lotus: 6 Celestite
Celestite is a celestial realm stone that helps to bring us greater access to that which is our Higher 
Selves.  It facilitates deeper connection with our Angelic guides and helps us to remember the parts of 
ourselves that can be brought into service at this time.



Star: 6 Milky Quartz
All quartz amplifies and provides potency to any combination.  It can hold a charge for long amounts of
time and will flow with specific to general flavors of energy.  It assists to raise the vibration of the 
energy field when used in healing work and can help focus attention and concentration.  It assists with 
meditation and achieving altered states of consciousness. 

Triangle: 6 Crystal Points
Quartz amplifies energies, thoughts, and intentions.  It strengthens and clarifies the auric field and can
be used to direct energy like a laser beam, if used with intention.  When used in crystalline grids, a set 
of points expands the energy field of a grid, or serves as a medium through which healing energy is 
directed to distant subjects.  

Dot: 6 Amethyst
Amethyst is the stone of high spirituality, peace, and tranquility. It stimulates the Crown Chakra and 
helps to connect to ones Higher Self.  It also has protective qualities and smooths the way to a gentle 
meditative state.  It was once thought to discourage intoxication by drink and was carried around to 
ward off the evil eye. The double “diamond” and multi-terminated qualities of these special amethyst 
crystals from Madagascar assists in greatly directing the energies where they are most needed and 
enhances distance energy work or prayer work.  The elestial qualities links this amethyst energy to the
celestial, angelic, and Divine realms.

Open Circle: 6 Aquamarine
Aquamarine is a watery wonder.  It floats us gently to a still and peaceful place within and assists us to
merge with the fluid connection of ALL.  The energies facilitate states of meditation and moves us 
closer to the vibrations we need to feel and communicate with higher levels of consciousness.

Square: 6 Rough Moonstone
Moonstone is all about mother love and is often used to assist new mothers through pregnancy and 
childbirth. It has its pulse on the very energies that wrap us up in a comforter and attend to us when 
we scrape our knees or hearts. It is also the embodiment of the mystery of the night and the magic of 
womanhood.  It helps us to connect with the Divine Feminine, our own inner Goddess Power, as well 
as connecting us to meditative, introspective, and periods of “going within”.  Moonstone has also 
traditionally been used to provide safety during travel, particularly over water. 

Solid Circle: 6 Rose Quartz
Rose Quartz has long been considered a stone that illuminates the heart, soothes a restless spirit, and
nurtures the soul.  It is said to help us embrace love in all its many forms, such as maternal, brotherly 
or humanitarian, as well as passionate.  It is connected directly with the heart and emotional body and 
assists in gentle shifts toward more loving states, such as forgiveness, nurturing, comfort, and 
bonding.  It is often associated with nurturing and compassionate aspects of the Divine Feminine, and 
specifically with Mother Mary.

Outside Flanking: 12 Himalayan Salt
Himalayan Salt provides for extreme cleansing of any other energy.  It also seems to help reset a 
system that has been brought greatly out of alignment from it’s primary template.  It brings grounding, 
stabilization, balance, and alignment to the system by holding the vibrational patterns of purity at the 
physical level. 

Recommended Protocol:
This is a good working grid for any lunar specific ceremony, to harmonize a challenging lunar position, 
or to tap into full moon energies even when the actual moon is not full.  It may be helpful in “charging” 
other tools, such as you might during a full moon.  It can be used in conjunction with the Solar Grid to 
do Divine Masculine/Feminine balancing work.  The Full Moon Grid may also be used in ceremony 
that honors the ocean or marine animals.  
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